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Executive Summary
1. The operational domain continues to be the main use of cyber space by terrorist organizations
and their supporters.
1.1. In the field of propaganda, infographics (visual presentations of quantitative information)
were published by both official and unofficial Islamic State (IS) supporters and were
disseminated online in order to create a display of alleged victories in battles fought by the
organization. Other propaganda banners that were disseminated expressed support for
“lone wolf” attacks and encouraged them in Marawi, Manchester, Tehran and Barcelona. In
addition, in terms of the methods of distribution of jihadist content online, a new method by
the Amaq news agency was identified, in which it launched a series of IS news items sent
via email in the framework of a distribution list to which users can subscribe; during the
period under review, online archives, public sites, dedicated portals, pasting sites and the
development of unique applications were also identified.
1.2. In the field of funding, three online campaigns were identified. First, a fundraising
campaign for refugees that was published on the Hayat Tahrir al-Sham channel. Second, the
campaign to purchase weapons and combat equipment for the Jahizuna in Gaza that has
been ongoing for approximately two years. Third, the Nafeer Al-Aqsa (Gaza) campaign to
raise funds for the families and orphans of martyrs.
2. In the defensive domain, the Afaq media group distributed technological manuals that dealt
mainly with virtual archives, file encryption, recommendations for operating systems, and
warnings about information gathering on the Internet and imposters. This is in addition to a
series of tips for information security and privacy protection on the Internet; even the technical
department of the Global Islamic Media Front (GIMF) published technical explanations
regarding software for encrypting messages and concealing folders on the computer, and
spyware; a unique user ID continued to serve as a checksum used by the IS; the issue of
encrypted communication was brought up for discussion by Afaq, Al-Haqiqa and IS
supporters online, which are not official sources.
3. In the offensive domain, the GIMF’s technical department published a request for articles
about hacking software. Threatening players that were observed during this period were the
UCC hacker group and its subgroups, which established new Telegram groups in addition to a
Web site on the darknet. In addition, friction between the subgroups was discovered.
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4. In the international crime and cyber terrorism domain, politically motivated attacks by Saudi
hackers against WikiLeaks were identified (defacement), as was an attack by a hacker
identified with Anonymous against the NHS (ransomware) in what appears to be a trend of
attacks against hospitals. There were also attacks against countries, including India and
Pakistan (spyware), Argentina (defacement), and England.
5. In the domain of the international response to the cyber-terrorism phenomenon, aspects of law
and order stood out during the period under review. Legislation was passed in Germany,
Russia and Israel that expanded the relevant legal toolbox in the context of terrorist
organizations’ use of social networks. In contrast, the draft of a bill was formulated in the
European Parliament, which embodies an opposite trend that strengthens the protection of
privacy in electronic communications. In addition, two Iranian citizens were indicted in the
United States for cyber-crimes. Australia launched a new unit for combatting cyber-terrorism
and England admitted to running regular cyber-attacks against the IS. The US designated 11
entities as terrorist activity supporters or for carrying out malicious cyber-activity. The Tech
Against Terrorism initiative was established with the purpose of strengthening the ability of
technology companies to prevent their platforms from being exploited by terrorists.
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Operational Uses
The operational domain continued to be the main use of cyber space by terrorist organizations. The
Islamic State’s Internet propaganda mechanism showed a clear trend of expansion into
peripheral areas and beyond secondary areas, which reflects its loss of territorial hold in the
physical world. The following is a partial review of propaganda content in this respect.

Propaganda
PRESENTATION OF ALLEGED MILITARY VICTORIES

- Against the backdrop of the Islamic State’s defeat in Mosul, its supporters called for intensified
propaganda activities on its behalf on social networks. Such activity was characterized by the
display of victory photos from the battle in Mosul, Al-Raqqah and in general. For example, the
organization published an infographic listing 321 Iraqi security forces killed and a number of
military vehicles destroyed between June 29 and July 6, 2017.1 In another infographic that was
distributed on Telegram, it was noted that from February 2017 until mid-August 2017, IS fighters
carried out 76 attacks in the city of Baghdad, mainly against the Shi’ite population in the city
(48% of the attacks).

Infographics presenting a picture of victory over the enemy

- Following its invasion of the city of Marawi in the Philippines, the IS published a banner
containing information about the organization’s achievements on this front (May 23, 2017). The
August 30, 2017. https://plus.google.com/photos/photo/108484328579446208804/6458560948611574242?
icm=false&iso=true&sqid=100907078017411345190&ssid=e9645b38-df14-48bf-9d66-e92cf7eb6fde
1
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banner, which was disseminated on social networks in June, counted 291 killed in the battle for
Marawi, eight armored vehicles destroyed, the release of over 100 Muslims who were held as
prisoners, and many enemy soldiers taken captive. In addition, an infographic was published
that presented information about the city of Marawi in the Philippines. In this framework, the
city’s demographic details were reviewed and the importance of its proximity to Malaysia and
Indonesia was highlighted; areas under the control of the IS were counted, including the
municipal building, administrative centers, university, hospital and prison facility; Sheikh
Abdullah al-Filipini of the Islamic Movement in Basilan was said to have sworn allegiance to the
IS along with thousands of soldiers who joined; ways of implementing shari'a were discussed,
including the release of Muslim prisoners and the destruction of Christian sites.

A propaganda banner counting supposed achievements by the IS in Marawi (Telegram, June 2017)

An infographic presenting Marawi (Telegram, August 2017)
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- The Amaq news agency published an infographic containing an informational summary
regarding the suicide attacks that that IS carried out in May (June 10, 2017). The infographic,
which was disseminated on social networks in June, counted 112 suicide attacks and divided
them by target group — 83 suicide attacks were carried out against Iraqi forces, 10 against the
Syrian army, 16 against the PKK, and three against rebels in Syria. In addition, the attacks were
divided by method – 73 attacks were carried out using booby-trapped vehicles, eight were
carried out using explosive belts and 31 were carried out using explosive vests.

An infographic counting the Islamic State’s supposed achievements in Syria and Iraq (Telegram, June 2017)

- Amaq news agency published an infographic regarding the Islamic State’s achievements on July
17-18 in a format similar to previous publications.

An infographic counting the Islamic State’s supposed achievements in Mosul (Telegram, July 2017)
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- The IS published an infographic containing information about the organization’s achievements
in Tall Afar (August 21, 2017). The infographic was disseminated on social media in the month
of August, and counted 114 killed and dozens injured as well as the destruction of military
vehicles: four armored vehicles, ten hummers, two tanks, 12 4x4 SUV’s, one bulldozer and 11
additional unspecified vehicles. The count refers to what was defined as the first day of the new
stage in the battle.

An infographic counting the Islamic State’s supposed achievements in Tall Afar (Telegram, August 2017)

SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGEMENT FOR OPERATIONAL INITIATIVES (“LONE WOLF”)
- In the framework of the Islamic State’s move to secondary arenas, most notably Asia, the
banners distributed in order to sow fear and encourage “lone wolf” attacks were also adapted to
the relevant target audience. While most of the propaganda banners distributed by the IS against
the infidels have been directed specifically against Christians until now, we are currently seeing
a threat against Buddhists and Hindus as well.

A banner designed to sow fear among Buddhists and Hindus (Telegram, August 2017)
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- In the month of July, a jihadist group named Ansar Ghazwat-Ul-Hind, which is affiliated with
Al-Qaeda, was established in Kashmir. The document announcing the group’s establishment
also presented the group’s official media wing, called Al-Hurr. In the month of August, Al-Hurr
published an explicit call on Muslims in Kashmir and around the world to wage jihad against
India.

Left: a call for jihad; Right: the announcement of the movement’s establishment and official media wing

- In the context of the Asia arena, it is worth noting that the Rohingya crisis in Burma led to a
great deal of activity on social networks on the part of both IS and Al-Qaeda supporters. For
example, Al-Hurr media institution published a banner according to which over 40% of
Rohingya Muslims fled from Burma, where 7 out of 10 Muslim women were raped by Burmese
forces. The banner included the hashtags, #PrayFor Rohingyas and #FormTheResistance. The
Internet entity, “Did you know?”, which is affiliated with Al-Qaeda and manages several
accounts on social networks such as Facebook, Twitter and Telegram, published a banner in
support of the Rohingyas and distributed it on the various channels that it manages.

Left: the banner of “Did you know?”; Right: the publication by Al-Hurr
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- Against the backdrop of the battle in Mosul, the IS conducted a campaign on social networks
calling on Muslims, young and old, healthy and handicapped, to help in the effort to curb the
enemy’s attacks. In the framework of the campaign, the organization created a hashtag in Arabic
titled, “Heed the Call” (#)لبوا_النداء. Another online propaganda campaign that was disseminated
on Telegram made threats against the Philippines regime and threats to exterminate its Christian
citizens against the backdrop of the organization’s successful capture of the city of Marawi in
southern Philippines.

Left: a banner praising the organization’s fighters in the Philippines; Right: a banner calling on
Muslims to join the ranks of the IS

- A ramming attack on London Bridge aroused reactions among IS supporters who distributed
banners, some of which served as expressions of support for the attack while others called on
Muslims in the west to carry out individual attacks against targets in the west; the banners were
disseminated on Telegram accompanied by the hashtag #LondonBridge.

Banners expressing support for the terrorist attack on London Bridge (Telegram, June 3, 2017)
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- Another wave of threats was directed at the Iranian regime against the backdrop of the double
terrorist attack that was carried out by members of the organization against the Iranian
Parliament and the grave of Imam Khomeini; three terrorists attacked the Parliament armed
with guns while the other two attacked Khomeini’s grave using explosive belts. The attacks
resulted in 60 people killed and injured. The Amaq news agency even posted a video online
from a camera that was attached to the lapel of one of the attacker’s clothes. The video was
distributed on social networks and bore the logo of the news agency. Banners were also
disseminated on Telegram that expressed support for the operation, justified them and
threatened additional attacks; the banners were accompanied by the hashtag #TeheranAttack.

Top: an infographic published by the Amaq news agency; Bottom: banners
expressing support for the attack and threatening future attacks (Telegram)
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- The attack in Barcelona, in which 13 people were killed and for which the IS claimed
responsibility (August 18, 2017), also aroused responses on social networks, including support
for the incident and glorification of the perpetrator. In addition to the official claim of
responsibility, the IS published a diagram describing the process of the attack; references to this
attack were accompanied by the hashtag, #Spain. Near the date of the incident there was a
suspicion of an attack in France that turned out to be wrong, but social networks had already
begun to mark this event with the hashtag, #French (sic.) and it is interesting that hashtags
marking attacks in Spain, France, Marawi and East Asia were posted along with these on social
networks.

Left: Unification the hashtags; Right: a chart describing the process of the attack published by the IS
(August 2017, Telegram)

- During the battles in Mosul, IS forces destroyed (June 2017) the historical Al-Nuri Mosque in
which Abu Baghdad al-Baghdadi declared the establishment of the Caliphate in July 2014.
Propaganda was disseminated on social networks aimed at justifying the move in and of itself,
and explaining the losses in Mosul. The Telegram channel “Did you know?” published a banner
according to which coalition and Shi’a forces were the ones responsible for destroying the
ancient mosque (and not IS fighters). An infographic published by the organization dealt with
the question of whether the “Rafida” (a derogatory term for Shi’ites) were victorious in Mosul.
The infographic explained that the mujahideen entered Mosul – by the grace of Allah – in June
2014. With only approximately 300-400 mujahideen, they took full control of the city within four
days; the city was not destroyed by random bombings; all of the 6,000 “Rafida” soldiers who
were present in the city fled; the mujahideen captured over 2,700 military vehicles and hundreds
of thousands of weapons of ammunition; they entered the city with a small amount of weapons.
It also stated that the battle for Mosul began in October 2016, and nine months later they
counted over 60,000 dead and injured among the infidels, and over 4,500 of their destroyed
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vehicles. The city was destroyed by random bombings, including the University of Mosul of AlNuri Mosque, thanks to 60 countries from the Crusader coalition that provided aerial, military
and economic assistance; over 100,000 infidel soldiers attacked the city from all directions; the
mujahideen defended the city for nine months and they are only approximately 3,000 soldiers.
That being said, who really won and who really lost?

Left: an infographic was published by the IS; Right: a publication on the “Did you know?” Telegram
channel (Telegram, June 2017)

THE BATTLE OVER THE MEDIA
- In addition to the photos that portray an image of victory, propaganda banners and infographics
on the topic of the media war against the West were also distributed. A banner was posted on
Telegram displaying a grenade with keyboard keys next to the caption: “Media Jihad” and “The
Battle of Media is on Fire”.

A propaganda banner for media jihad
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- The importance of the media war was also illustrated in an infographic that was distributed by
the IS in honor of the third anniversary of the organization’s establishment. The festive banner
referred to six centers of activity, of which two were highlighted in the center – jihad and media
– and they received equal standing in the visual illustration in relation to the total data. The four
remaining center points are: dawah and shari’a, geography and territory, security operations,
and zakat and economy. The infographic counted the supposed achievements that the IS
claimed for itself in each of these centers of activity. In the field of jihad, it counted over 199,000
killed and injured. In the field of media, it counted over 41,230 media publications. In the field of
dawah and shari’a, it counted 129,980 courses and lessons on shari’a, 9,230 mosques that were
established or restored, and 8,430 dawah tents that were erected. In the field of geography and
territory, it counted 282,485 kilometers of territory captured at its peak. In the field of security
operations, it counted approximately 215 operations. And in the field of zakat and economy, it
counted $16,054,920 that were distributed for charity (approximately 106,000 Islamic dinars).
The banner was distributed in a range of languages, including Arabic, English, German and
more.

An infographic in honor of three years since the establishment of the Islamic State

- An official video by the IS titled, “For You Oh Dawla Supporters”, which was published by AlBattar media institution, showed the two main fronts of the war as defined by Sheikh Abu
Hamza al-Muhajir (Al-Qaeda) – the military front and the media front. The video stressed the
importance of the media war and even claimed that some battles were decided in the media.
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While showing a collage of “lone wolves”, the narrator noted in Arabic with English subtitles
that supporters of the IS developed methods of helping, including recruitment cells and media
support groups. Recruitment cells play a role in inciting Muslims; they help them join the ranks of
the mujahideen and convince them to follow the path of the Islamic State. Media support groups
are essentially media institutions that have been operating mainly in the past two years. Even
though they do not represent the IS or its official media, these groups must follow the policy of
the Caliphate and its media. In the video, supporters were asked to abide by the following
points: First, focus on aspects of media and gaining experience in writing, design and editing.
Second, commitment to what is published by the official media of the Caliphate, such as the
policies of avoiding creating accounts with real names. Third, refrain from improvisation, which
is the worst enemy of jihad. It is preferable for media supporters to only distribute official news
published by the IS and avoid distributing anything that may be suspected of forgery until the
official news of the Islamic State is published. Finally, the narrator tells the supporter that he
must understand that this is a huge front and that he should not allow the mujahideen to be
defeated because of him. It is, therefore, incumbent upon him to disseminate news against
infidels on social networking sites.

Top: the banner of the ad for the video, “For You Oh Dawla Supporters”; Bottom: a
screenshot from the video
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- The writer Abu Muadth al-Maqdisi published a collection of tips for IS supporters interested in
promoting the organization’s propaganda and serving as its media people. First, al-Maqdisi
explained that the supporter must be sure to have a computer or cell phone from which to work,
install software for image, video, audio and text editing, and open accounts on various social
networks and forums. Al-Maqdisi divided the types of propaganda into six types: mockery (of
infidels and hypocrites), preaching (to both sinners and believers), incitement (to wage jihad),
study (on topics of shari’a), war and security, shaming (of “tyrants and corrupt clerics”), and
equating (lies with truth while referring to “common sense”). In addition, the writer listed
practical advice for the efficient distribution of publications and gave tips on disguising the
distribution of the Islamic State’s creed and methodology on neutral or hostile sites.

- The Nashir agency media group, which is affiliated with the IS, published an article praising the
media activities of IS supporters on social networks. In the article, the group stated that IS
members are currently fighting a war against the enemies of Islam on two axes - military and
media – and that both are of considerable importance in the battle. It also stated that the
organization’s media people play an important role in the battle, such as providing moral
support to the fighters and presenting the reports in the West about the battle that present the
organization in a negative and false light. It stated in Telegram that a media person must always
be aware of the fact that he is not taking part in the battle on the field and, therefore, he must
constantly engage in propaganda in praise of the organization on social networks, even if the
enemy frequently manages to close accounts.

The banner of the article

- At the same time, the organization continued its online recruitment campaign. It published a
statement titled, “Heed the Call” in which it appealed to Muslims to join the ranks of the
organization in order to help in the war effort and to fulfil the commandment of jihad against
the coalition forces fighting against it. 2

2

July 1, 2017. https://plus.google.com/photos/photo/103041842989297868990/6439007313627457170?icm=false
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The statement, “Heed the Call”, which was published by
the IS on social networks

- In another statement distributed on Telegram and other social networks, the organization made
several suggestions to those involved in propaganda on its behalf: First, materials can be
uploaded to the Vidme site in the event that other platforms block users, as it is not subject to
laws or regulations regarding the removal of propaganda materials. Second, it is recommended
to use a VPN in order to camouflage the IP address of the computer and to make the user’s
location difficult to identify. Third, be careful not to provide personal information such as name,
place of residence, age and even gender, “suffice it to say that you belong to one of the provinces
of the Caliphate”. Fourth, while disseminating propaganda materials rely on trustworthy sources
such as Amaq news agency, Al-Bayan radio and Al-Naba magazine.

The banner containing advice for those
involved in propaganda for the Islamic State
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- In additional correspondence titled, “Sharpen Your Intentions”, the organization urged its
supporters to publish propaganda materials on social networks despite the restrictions and the
battle being waged by its enemies on the Internet. According to the organization, the
propaganda war is another type of jihad for the sake of Allah.3

A call on IS supporters to continue the propaganda
war despite the difficulties being heaped on by the
American Crusader coalition

- Another expression of the attempt to intensify the organization’s propaganda campaign was
evident on August 12, 2017, with the establishment of a new media institution called “Madhun",
which swore allegiance to the IS. In its founding declaration, the new media institution noted
that its propaganda materials will focus mainly on those originating from the Dabiq and Amaq
news agencies and Al-Naba magazine.4

The announcement about the launch of
the Madhun media institution

August 4, 2017. https://plus.google.com/photos/photo/101247581704421189689/6448623566348895682?
icm=false&sqid=112939836144446889715&ssid=ce8a334c-d28a-4210-a66b-b974ba1ea621
3

4

August 12, 2017. https://justpaste.it/1a07m
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- The IS continued its threats to carry out terrorist attacks in Europe, the United States, Russia and
East Asia (see banners in Telegram).

Banners encouraging attacks in the US, Russia and Asia (Telegram)

THE USE OF CHILDREN FOR PROPAGANDA PURPOSES
- Both the IS and Ansar Ghazwat-Ul-Hind, which is affiliated with Al-Qaeda, referred to children
as “lions” in their propaganda materials, sending a message of continuity of the next generation.

Left: the banner of Al-Hurr; Center and Right: photos from IS supporting groups on Telegram
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MEANS OF CONTENT DISTRIBUTION
Pasting sites continued to serve as a central means for jihadists to disseminate content on the
Internet, some on sites that are open to the public, such as WebArchive, and some on closed sites
that were established specifically by jihadists for the purpose of disseminating jihadist content,
such as the Risala and Futhuh site. The novelty during the period under review was the
publication by the Amaq agency of a mailing list to which subscribers will receive news regarding
the IS on an ongoing basis. The expansion to open social networks (as opposed to Telegram) was
also emphasized during this period in order to strengthen their presence on the Internet.

- The Islamic State’s Amaq news agency advised visitors that its supporters could receive news
content to their personal email addresses. They could simply join the list by adding the desired
email address to the list.

Left: A screenshot of emails received by Amaq; Right: the update published by Amaq

- Al-Wafa media institution, which is involved in propaganda for the IS, published a link to
download an online archive, which includes over 800 articles by 190 writers, from April 11, 2014
until August 10, 2017.5

An online archive for download to a PC, including publications by AlWafa media institution from April 11, 2014 to August 10, 2017

5

August 10, 2017. https://justpaste.it/Archive-alwafaa11
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- Markaza Futuh lil-‘Ilam, a central jihadist Web site affiliated with Al-Qaeda, noted on a banner
that it published on Telegram that it has published over 1,000 jihadist publications (videos,
audio clips, statements) by 11 different jihadist media institutions since its launch. The Salafijihadist portal renewed its activities on June 27, 2017 after it was closed for over a month due to
enemy actions.6

The banner published by
Markaza Futuh lil-‘Ilam

- The Risala Web site, which is affiliated with Al-Qaeda, continued to distribute propaganda
content on a Pasting portal designed specifically for jihadist content, access to which requires a
password or invitation link.

A screenshot from the Risala Web site

- IS supporters in cyberspace called for the use of various platforms and for a departure from the
exclusive use of Telegram. In this framework, they recommended using the Baaz network,
which is a social network that merges access to the majority of social networks on the Internet on
one platform, and functions as a one stop shop for social networks.

Left: the Baaz and Nashir news channel; Right: a recommendation
on Telegram to use the Baaz network
6

http://fotooh.co
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DEVELOPMENT OF APPLICATIONS
- The IS launched an application designed to teach children the Arabic alphabet. This is the
second application designed for the education of the young generation in the Caliphate and it
presents a dictionary of terms in Arabic, including children’s toys like toy train, chair and board,
as well as weapons such as guns, machetes and grenades. The application can be downloaded
for both Android and Windows operating systems. The Islamic State’s trend of exploiting
children has been going on for many months but during the period under review there has been
a change in the needs that the children fill for the IS. While in the past, the main exploitation was
for propaganda needs aimed at sowing fear among the enemy (i.e. using child soldiers to carry
out executions and documenting them in order to scare the West), the current growing trend is
toward indoctrination aimed at the children of the Caliphate themselves as can be seen in the
resources being devoted to the development of child-friendly applications.

Left: a screenshot from the application; Right: a banner ad to download the application (Telegram)

- Al-Bayan Radio, which broadcasts IS news, developed an application for the transmission of
broadcasts; the broadcasts are transmitted in Turkish, English, French, Russian and Arabic.

Left: a screenshot from the application; Right:
publication of Abyan Radio’s broadcasts
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- The Muslim Cyber Army hacker group, which is affiliated with Al-Qaeda, developed an
application for members of the group. The application collapses frequently so it is not possible
to determine its nature and uses.

A screenshot from the
application

Funding
- On July 31, 2017, an online fundraising campaign called “Make an Effort with Your Funds” was
launched for refugees from Al-Qalamoun at the initiative of jihad fighters in Syria. The
campaign was launched on SnapChat and on the Telegram channel of Sheikh v‘Abd al-Razzaq
al-Mahdi, a former member of the Syrian Salafi-jihadist umbrella organization, Hayat Tahrir alSham.

The banner for an online
fundraising campaign for
refugees from Al-Qalamoun
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- The Salafi-jihadist movement in the Gaza Strip continued its online campaign called, “Jahizuna",
designed to raise funds for its activities. The various banners that were published on social
networks stated where the donations were earmarked, such as physical training for the
mujahideen, the purchase of weapons and more.

The banner posted in the framework of the Jahizuna fundraising campaign, which notes where the
donations are earmarked

- Members of the Salafi-jihadist movement in Gaza published announcements on Telegram in the
framework of the Nafeer Al-Aqsa fundraising campaign for the families and orphans of martyrs.
It should be noted that in the summer of 2015, in the framework of the same campaign,
announcements were published with the purpose of raising funds to purchase weapons.

Photos published in the framework of the fundraising campaign
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Defensive Domain
Afaq
Among the Telegram publications by the Afaq (“Horizons”) media institution, which is
experienced in the field of cyberspace and affiliated with the IS, were the following:

- A guidebook translated into Hindi on the topic of installing VPN on an Android device,7 and a
guidebook on installing and using VPN on an iPhone and iPod.

The banner of the guidebook in Hindi on installing VPN on an Android device

- A link to download a “technical archive”, including guidebooks, explanations and videos on the
topic of information security, which was published by the Afaq media institution.

The banner to download the “technical archive” of the Afaq group

7

August 1, 2017. https://justpaste.it/VPN_DM ; Telegram.
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- A guidebook on how to use the VeraCrypt software for file encryption. The online guidebook
provides step-by-step instructions on how to download and install the software, how to create
an encrypted file, and how to hide a virtual container and software – in order to deceive
enemies. In addition, a recommendation and guidebooks were published on how to use
encrypted cloud services, such as Sync and Tresorit.

Left: a banner regarding encrypted cloud storage services; Right: VeraCrypt banner

- A guidebook on using various operating systems, including Lineage OS, a free, Android-based,
open-source operating system; QubesOs, a Linux-based, open-source operating system that
grants users complete control over the operating system; CopperheadOS, an operating system
for Android-based smartphones and tables that focuses on privacy and security.

Left: the banner for Copperhead; Right: the banner for Lineage
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- A guidebook on methods of information gathering on the Internet designed to warn readers about
them. This includes the use of cookies, Web content that is made accessible through browser
plugins such as Flash, fingerprints of an information package sent by the browser when visiting
Web sites (HTTP header), “Webbugs”, advertisements, etc.

The banner advertising Afaq’s guidebook on information gathering methods on the Internet

- A recommendation and guidebook on using TOR software for surfing the Internet and Telegram
chat. In the introduction to the guidebook, it stated that “Telegram is the social network that
supporters use intensively and that the mujahideen are using to help disseminate news and
publications”.

Left: the banner encouraging the use of TOR on Android; Right: the banner encouraging the use of Telegram
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- A guidebook on the use of the SUDO application, the creation of fictitious telephone numbers in
order to register anonymously to various online services.

- A warning about Telegram accounts that are impersonating Amaq’s Telegram channel. For
example, the group published a banner containing details about an imposter account called
“Son of the [Islamic] State”.

A warning about Telegram accounts impersonating the
official Telegram account of the Afaq group

- A series of nine tips for online security, which included a recommendation to physically cover
laptop cameras and cellular device cameras in order to prevent a hacker from filming the user in
the case of an attack; a recommendation to regularly carry out software updates and an
explanation about their important role in correcting weaknesses and maintaining a safe
environment for the user; an explanation about the importance of a “firewall” in defense against
various cyber-attacks; the importance of selecting strong passwords that will protect the user’s
personal information; the use of anti-virus particularly in the Android operating system, which
is considered vulnerable to viruses and malware; a warning about ransomware accompanied by
an explanation that one should exercise discretion and not open e-mails from strangers, and a
recommendation to activate back-ups; a recommendation to use the Tails system, which helps
prevent the government or Internet service providers from monitoring user communication; a
recommendation to carry out software updates on mobile applications in order to protect
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themselves from cyber criminals who look for vulnerabilities to attack; a recommendation to use
an encrypted email, such as Protonmail or Tutanota (not Google, Microsoft or Yahoo), in order to
protect the privacy of the user and prevent access by carriers to user communication
information.

The first three recommendations in the series tips published by Afaq

- During the summer, IS-supporting Telegram channels distributed two videos on Cyber Warfare
that were produced last year. The videos dealt with spying and the gathering of intelligence and
meta data (information about information) that the US conducts through the NSA in cyberspace,
and the great danger that they pose because of the NSA's ability to disclose data and identifying
details of both sides to the media, such as geographic location. The videos mentioned the
documents that were leaked by Snowden in 2013. Therefore, care should be taken with regard to
information security; the video instructs viewers to turn to the technical archive in order to learn
how to protect themselves online and which tools they can use.

Left: screenshots from the video; Right: the video banner
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GIMF
The GIMF media institution’s technology department published the following on Telegram:

- Technical explanations regarding software related to information security, such as software for
encrypting messages and camouflaging folders on a PC.

- Information drawing attention to spyware on Android devices, such as GhostCtrl.
- A warning about using the Linux operating system as a result of information that was leaked
from the Wikileaks site regarding the CIA’s use of spyware and system hacking.
UNIQUE USER ID AS A MEANS OF INFORMATION SECURITY

- In the framework of sharing and distributing IS content by activists on the Internet, a checksum (a
code that detects errors in the file for download and ensures that the integrity of the data is not
compromised) is provided alongside the content. In this way, it is possible to verify that the file
downloaded by the user is indeed the original file distributed by the author; the user must
compare the checksum provided to him with the checksum he receives after downloading the
file. The comparison is carried out using a predefined checksum calculator, which serves as a
conversion key and produces the checksum. If the checksum that was received from the
downloaded file is identical to the checksum produced by the creator of the content, then this is
an indication that the integrity of the information was not compromised. If the two checksums
are not identical, this is an indication that the downloaded file is not the precise file that was
developed by the creator and it was probably replaced by malware.

Screenshot from Telegram: using a checksum to verify the application
for teaching the alphabet (p.13)

ENCRYPTED COMMUNICATION
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- The Afaq media group published a recommendation to use guidebooks that explain how to use
encrypted chat application, such as Signal. In the question and answer section of the group, the
latter recommended using the application, Conversations and Omemo for the Android system,
and Chat Secure for iPhone devices.

Left: the logo of the Signal application; Right: the answer to a visitor’s question about encrypted chat programs

- Al-Haqiqah magazine, which is affiliated with jihadists in Syria, published in its second issue
ways to contact it through Telegram, encrypted email, Wordpress, Wickro.

The banner published by Al-Haqiqah that includes ways to contact it
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- A recommendation by IS supporters in cyberspace was published by the Telegram group,
“Khilafah Mobile". The recommendation encouraged use of the instant messenger application,
Wickr. The application is open for public use, by which users can control how long messages
and files are accessible while the company itself does not have access to user content.

A screenshot from the recommendation in the Khilafah Mobile
Telegram group to use Wickr

- Another recommendation by IS supporters to use the application, Zello. This free application
serves as a “walkie-talkie” device for quick, secure and reliable calls at the touch of a button. The
application works with smartphones, tablets and most mobile devices. It can be managed by
users and channels, and has a high level of encryption.

Left: the logo of the application; Right: Sharing the Zello channel with the Amaq logo in an ISsupporting Telegram group
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- Another recommendation by ISA supporters in cyberspace was to use the Riot.im application,
an application for instant messaging in group chats. The application enables one to
communicate with users effectively using dedicated chat rooms tailored according to subject,
group or event, and to which independent content can be uploaded. The application also allows
various levels of compartmentalization for the participants regarding the content posted in each
chat room.

Left: the logo of the application; Right: the link in Telegram to Amaq’a chat room in Riot

Offensive Domain
Hacking Software
- The technical department at the GIMF media institution, which is affiliated with Al-Qaeda,
published on its Telegram account several references to articles about hacking programs and
holes in the cyber security system that can be exploited. For example, it published a reference to
an article about a study that was conducted at Ben Gurion University in Israel on the use of
routers and Internet equipment in order to transmit sensitive information (passwords,
encryption keys, files, etc.). Another link led to an article about the best tools in today’s market
for hacking networks through the Kai Linux system, such as Fern Wifi Cracker.8

United Cyber Caliphate
- The Cyber Kahilafah hacker group is a subgroup of the IS-supporting organization, United
Cyber Caliphate (UCC). Cyber Kahilafah announced on its Telegram channel the establishment
of the group’s onion site (June 23, 2017). This site is located on the darknet, is not accessible by
conventional browsers, such as Google Chrome or Internet Explorer, and is not indexed in the

8

June 13, 2017. Telegram. http://in.bgu.ac.il/Pages/news/xLED.aspx
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search engines. This means that one must use a dedicated browser to visit the site and find out
its exact address.

A screenshot from Telegram

- Both the Cyber Kahilafah group and the UCC established new Telegram channels in August for
the publication and dissemination of the groups’ official content (August 14, 2017).

A screenshot from Telegram

- Conflicts were found between the sub-groups associated with the UCC. A sub-group of
Indonesian origin distributed a video on Telegram indicating that the group was accused by the
UCC leadership of carrying out phishing attacks. In response, members of this sub-group were
blocked from using the UCC’s official channels.

A screenshot from the video
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International Crime and Cyber-Terrorism
Politically motivated attacks
- A hacker group in Saudi Arabia called “OurMine” carried out a defacement cyber-attack against
the WikiLeaks Web site (August 31, 2017). The group carried out an attack known as “DNS
Poisoning”; instead of directly attacking WikiLeaks’ servers, the group injected incorrect data
from DNS servers related to WikiLeaks servers. These, in turn, referred browsers from the
WikiLeaks.org Web site to an announcement that the site was under the control of the OurMine
group. A spokesperson from the OurMine group stated to the Guardian Web site that the attack
was carried out by attacking WikiLeaks’ domain provider. On the Twitter account of one of the
group’s members, it stated that WikiLeaks had challenged them to carry out the hacking
operation a few months earlier and they had finally done so.9

A screenshot from the defacement of the WikiLeaks site (source: The Guardian)

- A hacker claimed to have stolen the personal information of 1.2 million patients of the National
Health Services in England. The hacker, who apparently identified with the anarchist Internet
phenomenon, “Anonymous”, hacked into a private contractor's database in order to enter an
information database containing confidential medical records. The contractor company,
SwiftQueue, deals with coordinating and making appointments for health services. Security
experts expressed concern over the breach and instructed the health services to inform patients
that their files had been breached. A source affiliated with Anonymous told the Sun that the

9

https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2017/aug/31/wikileaks-hacked-ourmine-group-julian-assange-dns-attack
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public has the right to know how large companies such as SwiftQueue are handling their
sensitive information.10 The attack followed the WannaCry cyber-attack that took place in May
2017, in the framework of which 48 hospitals fell victim to a ransomware attack.

Attacks against Countries
- India and Pakistan were hit by a spyware attack (August 28, 2017). The Symantec Corporation
announced that it had identified an ongoing campaign of cyber spyware, seemingly statefunded, against Indian and Pakistani entities involved in regional security matters. In the report
issued by the company, which investigated intelligence threats last July, it was reported that the
spying attempts began in October2016. The campaign appears to be the work of several groups,
but the methods indicate similar goals or one source of financing - namely, state-funded; the
report does not mention the name of the state.11

- A hacker carried out a defacement cyber-attack against the Argentinian army’s Web site (June
21, 2017). In place of the original content, IS supporters placed photos of IS fighters and its flag,
along with warnings and threats that the IS would soon infiltrate countries in the southern
hemisphere. The attack lasted approximately 20 minutes.12

- Authorities in England investigated a cyber-attack against the English Parliament after
unauthorized attempts to access parliamentary email addresses was discovered (June 24, 2017.
As a preventative measure, remote access to the email accounts of Parliament members was
revoked. The extent of the damage was not ascertained and those responsible were not located.13

Use of Social Networks for Terrorism Purposes
- The terrorist in Manchester learned how to prepare explosive materials from instructional
videos that were disseminated on YouTube (June 24, 2017). The source of the bomb became a
central issue in the investigation by authorities, who tried to understand if the terrorist had
learned how to prepare the bomb on the Internet, in Libya or in England.14 The terrorist used the
YouTube platform in order to learn about the production of improvised devices, and he
https://www.thesun.co.uk/tech/4274225/anonymous-hacker-claims-to-have-stolen-the-nhs-medical-recordsof-1-2million-brits/
10

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-india-cyber-threat/exclusive-india-and-pakistan-hit-by-spy-malwarecybersecurity-firm-idUSKCN1B80Y2
11

http://www.breitbart.com/national-security/2017/06/21/creole-hacker-replaces-argentinas-military-website-withislamic-state-propaganda/
12

13

https://apnews.com/07da25ca11824d338420b5fd8c7f9a58

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/manchester-bomber-salman-abedi-learned-explosive-deviceyoutube-videos-a7805961.html
14
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downloaded material from sites about the chemical composition of a bomb.15 After the attack, a
22-minute video from a series titled, "Jihadi Ideals for the Lone Lions”, which explained to
viewers how to create a homemade bomb of the type used by the terrorist in Manchester, was
removed from YouTube and Facebook.16

International Response
Law and Order
- In Germany, a law was passed imposing fines of up to 50 million Euros on social media
corporation, such as Facebook or Twitter, should they allow users to publish criminal content on
their platform. The fines will be imposed in cases in which clear criminal content, such as libel,
slander, racism or incitement, is published and the corporation fails to remove the criminal
content within 24 hours from the moment it was reported. Users whose content is removed in
the framework of this law are given the opportunity to appeal the decision in order to protect
freedom of expression. Moreover, media corporations are required to issue reports once every
six months in which they detail how many complaints the corporation received and the manner
in which complaint was handled. The fine will not necessarily be imposed immediately for each
application, but rather in cases in which the corporation systematically refuses to act or in cases
in which it does not offer an appropriate system for handling complaints.17

- In Russia a law was passed requiring social networks to remove illegal content within 24 hours
from the moment it was alerted to it; the law is based on the German law. Reporters Without
Borders (RWB) criticized the law and claimed that Russian law shows that when leading
democracies adopt draconian legislation, they provide oppressive regimes with ideas. The bill
was submitted on July 12 by the United Russia Party.18

- In Israel, the Knesset passed a bill to block Web sites (July 3, 2017). The bill allows Web sites to
be blocked without prior notice subject to the order of a district court judge if there is illegal
activity on the site, such as the publication of content pertaining to pedophilia, gambling, drug
trafficking and incitement to terrorism.19

https://www.thetimes.co.uk/article/ariana-grande-manchester-concert-killer-salman-abedi-used-youtube-to-buildbomb-qzcbs55s3
15

http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/manchester-bomber-salman-abedi-learned-explosive-deviceyoutube-videos-a7805961.html
16

17

https://www.theguardian.com/media/2017/jun/30/germany-approves-plans-to-fine-social-media-firms-up-to-50m

18

https://rsf.org/en/news/russian-bill-copy-and-paste-germanys-hate-speech-law

19

https://www.themarker.com/technation/1.4223608
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- The European Parliament submitted a draft of a bill prohibiting the creation of Backdoors for
encryption software (June 9, 2017). The European Parliament's Committee on Civil Liberties,
Justice and Home Affairs published a draft of the new legislation regarding privacy and
electronic communication, which recommends end-to-end encryption in all communication
tools and prohibits Backdoors that allow access to security agencies.20

- In the United States, two Iranian citizens were accused of conspiring to commit a crime, credit
card fraud, and computer hacking. An indictment was submitted (August 8, 2017) against Arash
Amiri Abedian and Danial Jeloudar for identity theft, fraud and conspiring to commit a crime,
and additional offenses. According to the indictment, in 2007, while still living in Iran, the two
men conspired to break US criminal law. As part of the conspiracy, Abedian used a malware
between 2011 and 2016 in order to obtain credit cards and personal information about people
who purchased items from certain Web sites. Abedian then used this information in order to
commit identity theft, and to obtain goods and services through fraud. In certain instances,
Abedian passed along the stolen information to Jeloudar. This is only an indictment and the trial
has not yet been held.21

Operational Activities
- Australia launched a new counter-terrorism unit (July 1, 2017), which serves an information
warfare unit that began its activities in July. Its purpose is to protect military targets from cyberattacks and to launch attacks itself against foreign forces. The unit is composed of analysts,
technicians and computer experts. As stated, the unit operates both in the offensive and
defensive domains. It includes approximately 100 staff members, a number that is expected to
rise to approximately 900 in the coming decade.22

- According to the British Secretary of Defense (July 27, 2017), Britain has been regularly and
successfully operating offensive cyber weapons in Iraq, Raqqah and other areas under IS
control, and these weapons have already had a significant impact on damaging the
organization’s capabilities. The Secretary of Defense added that the US is struggling to adapt its
arsenal of cyber weapons to the battle against the IS, which uses social networks for recruitment
purposes while their technical abilities remain inferior and less advanced than those of their

https://thehackernews.com/2017/06/encryption-backdoor.html?
utm_source=feedburner&utm_medium=feed&utm_campaign=Feed%3A+TheHackersNews+%28The+Hackers+News++Security+Blog%29&_m=3n.009a.1519.uc0ao0brpx.wpq
20

https://www.justice.gov/usao-sc/pr/two-iranian-nationals-charged-credit-card-fraud-and-computer-hackingconspiracy
21

22

https://www.voanews.com/a/australia-launches-new-cyber-warfare-unit/3924215.html
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adversaries. Social networks are creating legally grey areas for US agencies, potentially delaying
offensive operations.23

Designations and Sanctions
- The US Treasury Department designated (September 14, 2017) 11 entities and individuals as
participants in providing support to Iranian players who are declared terrorist operatives or in
malicious cyber activities.24

Initiatives and Collaboration
- An initiative called Tech Against Terrorism is a joint project between UN CTED and ICT4PEACE
(Vienna, June 5, 2017).25 The purpose of the initiative is to strengthen the ability of technology
companies to prevent their platforms from being exploited by terrorists and violent extremists
while preserving human rights. The project provides operational support tools for companies
and establishes regulations in a normative framework, in three aspects: (1) terms of use and
protection of rights; (2) marking and removing content; (3) transparent reports. Partners in the
initiative include Facebook, YouTube, Microsoft and Twitter, and the goal is to support the
Global Internet Forum to Counter Terrorism (GIFCT). In the first stage of the project, a
conference of shareholders was held in Zurich, Silicone Valley and Kuala Lumpur in order to
deepen the understanding of how terrorists exploit the Internet and technology services. In the
second stage, which is currently taking place, the project is working with technology companies
and start-ups of smaller size in order to provide operational support and build online tools to
provide long-term support. The results of the project will be combined into an information
sharing platform to be used as a free and accessible resource for all organizations seeking
assistance and guidance. The project is intended to encourage an approach whereby the
industry, led by large technology companies, is self-directed and self-regulating with regard to
preventing the use of technology and the normative framework by terrorists; at the heart of the
project is the protection of human rights and freedom of expression.26

The banner of Tech Against Terrorism
23

https://www.cyberscoop.com/u-k-confirms-use-offensive-cyberweapons-isis/

24

https://www.treasury.gov/press-center/press-releases/Pages/sm0158.aspx

25

http://ict4peace.org/?page_id=3

26

https://techagainstterrorism.org
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ABOUT THE ICT

Founded in 1996, the International Institute for Counter-Terrorism (ICT) is one of the
leading academic institutes for counter-terrorism in the world, facilitating
international cooperation in the global struggle against terrorism. ICT is an
independent think tank providing expertise in terrorism, counter-terrorism, homeland
security, threat vulnerability and risk assessment, intelligence analysis and national
security and defense policy. ICT is a non-profit organization located at the
Interdisciplinary Center (IDC), Herzliya, Israel which relies exclusively on private
donations and revenue from events, projects and programs.

ABOUT ICT CYBER-DESK

The Cyber Desk Review is a periodic report and analysis that addresses two main
subjects: cyber-terrorism (offensive, defensive, and the media, and the main topics of
jihadist discourse) and cyber-crime, whenever and wherever it is linked to jihad
(funding, methods of attack). The Cyber Desk Review addresses the growing
significance that cyberspace plays as a battlefield in current and future conflicts, as
shown in the recent increase in cyber-attacks on political targets, crucial
infrastructure, and the Web sites of commercial corporations
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